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Three-dimensional vectors can be written as quaternions. Although ini-

tially this may appear to be a more cumbersome way of dealing with vec-
tors, the quaternion representation actually makes some things, such as 3-d
rotations, easier in the long run.

A QUATERNION AS A SCALAR PLUS A VECTOR

A quaternion can be thought of as a combination of a scalar quantity
and a 3-d vector. This is suggested by the notation commonly used for a
quaternion q, defined as

q = a+ bi+ cj+dk (1)
If we think of i, j,k as the 3 unit vectors in the x,y,z directions, we can

write q as

q = (a,vvv) (2)
where vvv (note the bold face letter) is the vector

vvv = bîii+ cĵjj+dk̂kk (3)
Consider what happens if we multiply two quaternions q and r, defined

by

q = a+ bi+ cj+dk

r = e+fi+gj+hk
(4)

We have

q× r = (ae− bf − cg−dh)

+ i(be+af + ch−dg)

+ j (ag− bh+ ce+df)

+k (ah+ bg− cf +de) (5)

We can rewrite this in vector form as
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q = (a,vvv)

r = (e,www)
(6)

Now look at the components in 5. We’ll rearrange the terms to get

qr = (ae− bf − cg−dh)

+a(fi+gj+hk)

+ e(bi+ cj+dk)

+(ch−dg) i− (bh−df)j+(bg− cf)k (7)

Comparing this with the vector forms 6 we see that

qr = ae−vvv ·www+awww+ evvv+vvv×www (8)
where vvv ·www is the scalar or dot product and vvv×www is the vector or cross
product.

If we multiply the quaternions in the opposite order, we have (this re-
sult can be obtained by doing the product by brute force, or we can just
interchange (abcd)↔ (efgh) in 5):

r× q = (ea−fb−gc−hd)

+ i(be+af − ch+dg)

+ j (ag+ bh+ ce−df)

+k (ah− bg+ cf +de) (9)

In terms of the vectors, this is

rq = ea−www ·vvv+ evvv+awww+www×vvv (10)
Using the facts the www ·vvv = vvv ·www and that www×vvv =−vvv×www, we see that

rq = ae−vvv ·www+awww+ evvv−vvv×www (11)
That is, the only change in going from qr to rq is that the cross product
changes sign.

PURE VECTOR QUATERNIONS

An important special case of the above is a pure vector quaternion, in
which the scalar component is zero. For our quaternions 4, this gives (we’ll
use new symbols s and t for these special quaternions to avoid confusion
with q and r):
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s= bi+ cj+dk = (0,vvv)

t= fi+gj+hk = (0,www)
(12)

Since a= e= 0, the products 8 and 11 become

st=−vvv ·www+vvv×www (13)
ts=−vvv ·www−vvv×www (14)

By adding or subtracting these two products, we can write the dot and cross
products as

vvv ·www =−1
2
(st+ ts) (15)

vvv×www =
1
2
(st− ts) (16)

In particular, the cross product is related to the commutator [s, t] ≡ st− ts
of s and t:

vvv×www =
1
2
[s, t] (17)

[Keep in mind that these relations apply only if s and t are pure vectors,
with zero scalar parts.]
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